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The Linxs|1 Solution 
Includes the following key-components: 

A. The Linxs |1Mobile Router Hardware 

The Linxs|1 is a small and weatherproof mobile router 
with a built-in cellular modem that supports 2G, 3G 

and 4G/LTE. Includes 1 x 802.11 b/g/n Wi-Fi radio, 1 x 

10/100 Ethernet and 1 x RS232 port. Integrated MiMo 

2x2 LTE and Wi-Fi antenna’s. Comes with firewall, 

DHCP server, DNS, VLAN and VPN support and on-

demand ‘open/close VPN’ functionality. Power via 

micro-USB or 10-57V PoE (adaptor included). 
Dimensions: 139 x 77 x 28.5 mm. 

B. The LinxSIM 4G/LTE SIM Card 

Our ‘subscription-less’ LinxSIM card comes standard 

with every Linxs|1 device and already includes a 

monthly 4G/LTE data allowance of 100MB. LinxSIM can 

be used across Europe (EU28); no M2M data-roaming 

charges do apply. Additional ‘pooled’ 4G/LTE data will 

be invoiced at the end of each month at 10€/GB. 

LinxSIM comes with 1 private IP-address for e.g. easy 
access to ‘remote assets’ connected to a Linxs|1 device. 

C. The Linxs Management Cloud License 

Necessary for the remote monitoring and management 

of your Linxs|1 devices and LinxSIM cards. Comes with 

real-time dashboards. OTA software updates and 

device configuration for one or multiple Linxs|1 devices. 

Central management for the LinxSIM cards; delete or 

activate SIM cards, create alarms in case certain 4G 
data-limits are reached, …. . Support for multi-tenancy 

and different kinds of (4G data) profiles.

“With the introduction of the 

new Linxs/1Solution, we are 

now able to drastically lower 

our total cost of ownership for 

securely connecting our ‘remote 

assets’ to our ‘Internet of 

Things’ Cloud Infrastructure 

using 4G/LTE!”

Trial Kit Promo - 
Limited Time Offer! 

Standard Pricing 
The standard pricing per Linxs|1 
device is 300€ including 60-
months subscriptions for both one 
LinxSIM card -with a monthly 4G/
LTE data allowance of up to 
100MB- and one Linxs 
Management license. This 
translates into a monthly TCO of 
300€/60 = 5€ per Linxs|1 device. 

Limited Time Offer 
The special “Trial Kit" introductory 
pricing is 250€ per Linxs|1 device 
and includes a 60-months Linxs 
Management license and 10GB of 
4G/LTE EU28 data. Buy additional 
4G data online. Offer limited to 1 
device per EU company (VAT# 
required). 

Misc. 
Volume discounts starting at 100 
units. Optional extra’s are 
additional 4G “pooled data” (10€/
GB), an external LTE+GPS antenna 
(50€) and a DIN-rail kit (15€). All 
pricing is 21% VAT and shipment 
excluded.  Linxs|1 availability: 
Q4/2018. 
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